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of such extreme delicacy as photographing the corona, 
and in which no little skill and special experience are 
nece~sary on the part of the photog1·apher as well as 
on 1 he part of the physicist. 

Mr. Pickering has no doubt received authority from 
Dr. 0. Lohse to say that " be (Dr. Lohse) considers 
that the halo on his plate is wholly atmospheric, and 
not coronal;" but Dr. Lob e's published statement 
reads differently. Dr. 0. Lohse's words are, "Es 
gelang aber dieselben (die schwierigkeiten) zu iiber
winrl en nnd resultate zu erhalten welcbe zu einer 
fortsetzung der- bier freilich selten moglichPn und 
mit grtisserem vortheil in mtiglicbt hoher lage an
zustellendeu- experimenten ermuthigen."- Vie1'
teljahrsschrijt der A.st1·onomischen gesellschaft, xv. 
134. 

I have not seen Dr. Lohse' s plates, and can there
fore express no opinion as to the nature of the ap-
pearances upon them. .WILLIAM HUGGIXS. 

THE PRESERVATION OF NIAGARA. 

NEARLY seycn years ngo Lord Dufferin, 
then goyeru.or-general of Canada, suggested 
to Gov. Robinson of New York that the 
governments of the proYince of Ontario and 
the state of New York should purchase such 
lands about Niagara Falls as would be required 
to giYe free access to the principal points of 
'View, and serve to restore and preserve the 
natural scenery of the great cataract, beside 
securing to Yisitors freedom from those Yexa
tious annoyances which now abound. Sub
sequently the governor-general called the 
attention of the government of Ontario to the 
matter, and recommended co-operation with 
the state of New York in accomplishing this 
purpose. • 

Later, in January, 1879, Gov. Robinson, in · 
his annual message to the legislature of New 
York, presented this matter, and recommended 
the appointment of a commission to investi
gate the question, to confer with the Canadian 
authorities, to consider what measures were 
necessary, and to report the results to a suc
ceeding legislature. 

By resolution the commissioners of the state 
survey were charged with the investigation. 
This commission included some of the most 
distinguished men of the state,-Ex-Gov. Ho
ratio Seymour, Vice-President of the United 
States W. A. Wheeler, Lieut.-Gov. Dorshei
mer, President Barnard of Columbia college, 
and others. 

With breadth of view worthy of such men, 
they state in their report, that, " under this 
resolution, it became the duty of the commis
sioners to ascertain how far the private hold
ing of land about Niagara Falls has worked 
to public disadvantage · through defacements 
of the scenery; to estimate the tendency to 

greater injury; anrl, lastly, to consider whether 
the proposed action by the state is necessary 
to arrest the process of destruction, and re
store to the scenery its natural character." 
In pursuance of these objects, the commis
sioners instructed Mr. James T . Gardiner, 
director of the state survey, to make an ex
amination of the premises, and prepare for 
their consideration a project. He was assisted 
in this work by Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, 
the distinguished landscape-architect. 

The examination showed that the destruc
tion of the natural scenery which forms the 
framework of the falls was rapidly progressing: 
unsightly structures and mills were taking the 
place of the beautiful woods that once over
hung the rapids ; the fine piece of primeval 
forest remaining on Goat Island was in jeop
ardy from projects looking to making a show
ground of the island ; and every point from 
which the falls could be seen on the American 
side was fenced in, and a fee charged for 
admission. It was found, that, owing to the 
topography of the main shore, it was prac
ticable to restore its natural aspect by clearing 
away the buildings from a narrow strip of' land 
100 to 800 feet broad and a mile long, and 
planting it with trees which would screen out 
from view the buildings of the village. When 
these trees should be grown, and the mills re
moved from Bath Island, and trees planted 
there, the falls and rapids would be again seen 
in the setting of natural foliage which formed 
so important an clement in their original 
beauty. Every point from which the falls 
could be seen would also become free of access 
by the plan proposed . A map was made 
showing just what lands should be taken to 
carry out these purposes. The commissioners 
adopted the plan of l\Ir. Gardiner and Mr. 
Olmsted, and _recommended to the legislature 
of 1880 the passage of an act to provide for 
acquiring title to the necessary lands by the 
exercise of the right of eminent domain, leav
ing it to a future legislature to consummate 
the purchase by appropriating the amount for 
the payment of the awards, if the sum should 
seem a reasonable price for the property. 
Such an act passed the assembly, but was 
defeated in the senate, although the movement 
was supported by petitions signed by the most 
distinguished men of this and other countries. 
The report of the state survey, with its com
plete descriptions, illustrations, and maps, then 
became the basis of a systematic effort on the 
part of a few determinerl friends of the falls 
to educate and arouse public opinion to save 
the scenery of Tiagara. Early in H!83 this 
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movement ripened into the oro-anization of 
an a~sociation to promote legisl~tion for pre
servmg the scenery of til.e Falls of Niagara, 
Mr. Howard Potter of New York being presi
dent, and I-Ion. J. Hampd(iln l~obb, chairman 
of the executive committee. 

Through the efforts of tllis Niao-ara-Falls 
association, an act was passed, in188S, provid
ing for a commission entitle<'! ' The commis
sioners of the state reservation at Niao-ara ' 
and giving them power to proceed th~ough 
the courts to condemn the land;; needed . Ex
Lieut.-Gov. William Dorsheimer is the presi
dent of this board; and the other members are 
President Anderson of Rochester university, 
Hon . J. Hampden Robb, l-Ion. Sherman S. 
Rogers, and Andrew H. Green. With some 
~o.difications made necessary by changed con
dllwns, they adopted the plan proposed by the 
state survey. The lands selected were then 
surveyed, and their value appraised by a com
mission of yery high character, appoihted by 
the court, the total valuation of the lands beino
$1 ,433,429.50. The report of the commis~ 
sioners o( the reservation was made to the 
pr~sent legislature, and a bill to appropriate 
tlns sum was introduced. The Nia(J"ara-Falls 
association worked in e,·e,·y part of"'the state 
to arouse public opinion to the importance of 
making this appropriation, and the commis
sioners labored most eamestlJ' among the legis
lators and the people. Tile battle was a hard 
one against ignorance anrl narrow-minded 
selfishness; but the victory is complete. The 
legislature, ~y more thau a two-thirds majority, 
has appropnated the $1,433,429 .50, and the 
governor has appro\·ed the act. 

After six years of almost continuous effort 
on the part of the acth·e friends of this en
lightened project, it is secured br a law which 
declares that the lands are purchased by the 
state in order that t hey may be ' restorecl to, 
and preserved in, a state of nuture,' and that 
every part of them shall be forever free of 
access to all mankind. 

TilE NIAGARA GOflGE AS A CHRO
NOMETER. 

THE recession of the falls of Niagara will be 
understood by reference to the accompanying 
figure . 

The strata, as will be seen, dip genUy 
(twenty-five feet to the mile) toward the south. 
The upper stratum (No. 1) consists of com
pact Niagara limestone nbout eighty feet in 
thickness. Underneath it (No. 2) is the com-

paratively soft Niagara shale of about the 
same thickness. Nos. 3 and 5 are also strata 
of hard rock, with a softer rock intervenino-. · 
The river formerly plunged over the escarp-. 
ment at Queenston, about <~even miles below 
the present cataract, and where the perpen-

SECTlON OF THE STRATA ALONG TlTE NIAGARA RlYEU. 1 FROM 
LAKE ONT ARlO TO THE J'ALLS, } 

dicnlar fall must have been upwards of three 
lmndred feet. From that point to the present 
cataract, the river now occupies a narrow gorge 
from five hundred to tweh·e hundred feet in 
wiclLh, and from two hundred and fifty to three 
hundred and fifty feet in depth. ·The manner 
of the recession is easily understood from a 
glance at the diagram. The softer rocks 
(Nos. 2 and 4) ro pidly wear away, thus under
mining the harder rocks above, and leaYii1,2' 
them to project over, anrl finally to break off in· 
huge fragments, and fall to the bottom, where 
they would lie to obstruct the channel, were it 
not for the great momentum of water con
stantly pouring upon them, and causing them 
to grind together until they are pulverized and 
carried away piecemeal. The continuity of 
the underlying soft strata insures the con
tinuance or a projecting stratum at the top, and 
a perpendicular plunge of the water when 
passing o\·er it. 

Double interest attaches itself to the Niagara 
gorge, when we consider the evidence of its 
post-glacial origin, and thus are permitted to 
regard it as a chronometer of the glacial nge. 

That the Niagara RiYer can have occupied 
its present channel only since the glacial period, 
was shown by Professor Newberry when he 
pro,·ed that the Cuyahoga River, emptying into 
Lake Erie at Cleveland, occupied in preglac:ial 
times a channel about two hundred feet below 
its present bed, borings in the bed of the 
Cuyahoga extending that distance in glacial 
clays before reaching the rock. To receh·e a 
tributary at that depth, the level of Lake Erie 
must, of course, have been correspondingly 
depressed ; and, as the lake is nowhere much 
more than two bnnrlrcd feet in depth, we may 
confidenLly say, that, before the glacial period, 
such a body as Lake Erie did not exist, bnt 
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instead a wide valley through which a great 
stream, corresponding to the present Nia.,.ara, 
found its way to the head of Lake Ontario, 
through a deep and continuous gorge. Pro
fessor Spencer, indeed, thinks he can trace the 
course of this preglacial gorge from near the 
mouth of Grand River in Canada, northward to 
Lake Ontario.1 

We might also infer the relatively late origin 
of the present channel of the Niagara from the 
small amount of work which the rivet· has done 
in its present channel. The Allegheny and 
Ohio rivers, which lie outside the limit of 
glaciation, illustrate in a striking degree the 
extent of preglacial erosion . For a distance 
of more than a thousand miles, these streams 
occupy a continuous eroded trough, averaging 
about a mile in width and from three hundred 
to five hundred feet iu depth; whereas the 
gorge in the Niagara RiYer below the falls is 
only about seven miles in length. 

That the :Niagara gorge is post-glacial, was 
also shown as early as 1841, by Professor 
James Hall of the New-York survey, who 
pointed out to Sir Charles Lyell 2 the probaule 
course of a preglacial channel, now filled with 
glacial deb1·is extending from the whirlpool to 
~t. DaYid's, where the leYel of Lake Ontario 
is reached. A glance at the accompanying cut 
will explain the sitnation. From the falls to 
Queenston, the perpendicular bank of the gorge, 
from two hundred and fifty to three hundred 

1 Sec Second geological report of Pennsylvania, Q •, pp. 
359 sq. 

' Lyell's Travels In America (first series), vol. i. p. 27. 

feet in height, is continuous upon the east side; 
but upon the west side, about halfway down, 
occurs a remarkable indentation known as the 
'whirlpool.' Following this bank around, 
the small streams a, b, and c expose the rock 
before descending to the whirlpool, and the 
rocky bank re-appears at e. But between c and 
e no rock appears, although the stream d has 
worn a channel from fifty to a hundred feet 
deep. The sides and the bed of d consist of 
the familiar glacial deposit called ' till,' or 
'bowlder clay. ' The distance from c to e is 
about five hundred feet. Following up the 
channel of d, one comes, at the distance of a 
half-mile, to the general level of the banks of 
the river above the cataract, and of the escarp
ment of Niagara limestone, from which the 
river emerges at Queenston. The opening of 
the supposed pre-glacial channel to the north
west is, as is shown in the plate, much wider 
than its entrance at the whirlpool, and the de
scent of three hundred feet to St. David's is 
rapid. The broad opening toward St. David's 
is also filled with gravel rather than with till; 
and this gravel extends southward over the 
higher level towards the falls, somewhat like 
the familiar ' lake-ridges ' of Ohio. 

It will be seen that tlle existence of a pre
glacial channel from the whil'lpool to St. Da
vid's-a distance of about three miles-is 
somewhat hypothetical, since for a space of two 
miles the original features of the country are 
wholly disguieed by the glacial deposit, and no 
wells haYe been sunk to a sufficient depth to 
test the question properly. The well to which 
Sir Charles Lyell referred was probably about 
the head of the stream c, which is really in 
the gra,·el outside the escarpment. Still there 
is little doubt that before the glacial period 
there was a narrow gorge, about two hundred 
and fifty feet deep, extending from the whirl
pool, and perhaps a little above it, to the 
Ontario level at St. David's . But it is equally 
clear that the rh·er which wore this gorge was 
not the Niagara, since a stream of that size 
must, during the long preglacial period (meas
ured by the eroded channel of the Ohio and 
Allegheny), have worn a gorge far longer than 
that between the whil'lpool and the present 
falls. The preglacial channel from the whirl
pool to St. Davirl's was probably, therefore, as 
Dr. Pohlman suggests, the work of a com
paratively small stream, with a drainage basin 
occupying not more than two or three counties 
in western New York. 

Considering, now, the gorge from Queenston 
to the falls of Niagara as the work done by the 
stream since the close of the glacial period , and 
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taking that as the dividend, if we can deter
mine the annual rate at which the falls recede, 
and take that for the divisor, our quotient will 
represent the time that has elapsed since the 
glacial period. The accompanying map gives 
a more definite idea of that divisor than we 
have ever before had. The lower dotted line 
represents the margin of the horse-shoe fall 
as mapped by the New-York geological sur
vey in 1841, under tlle direction of Professor 
James Hall. The upper line is that made 
in 1875 for the U.S . geodetic survey. By 
comparing the two, a pretty correct calculation 
may be made as to the amount of recession 
·Of the horseshoe fall in the interval of thirty
four years. This cannot vary much from a 
hundred feet upon the whole line , being, as 
the commissioners calculate, two hnnch·ed and 
.seYenty feet at certain points. 

Until this last survey, the attempts to esti
mate the time required for the cataract to 
recede from Queenston to its present position 
have been based upon very insufficient data. 
Mr. Bakewell, an eminent English geologist, 
gaye personal attention to the problem as early 
as 1830, and, from every thing he could learn 
at that time, estimated that the falls had re
-ceded about a hundred ancl twenty feet in 
the forty years preceding. He recurred to the 
problem again in 1846, 1851, 1856 ( Ame1·ican 
jow·nal of science, J anuar.r, 1857, pp. 87, 
93), and was each time confirmed in the belief 
that the apex of the horseshoe fall was reced
ing, on an average, three feet a year. On the 
·Other hand, Sir Charles Lyell, upon his first' 
visit, in 1841, ' conceived' (upon what basis 
he does not tell us), that, at the utmost, the 
rate could not be more than one foot a year, 
which would give us thirty-fiye thousand years 
.as the minimum time. But, as it appears, 
the result of the recent survey is to confirm 
the estimate of Mr. Bakewell, thus bringing the 
period down to about seven thousand years. 

Two elements of uncertainty, however, tend
ing to lengthen the estimate, should be noticed. 
In the first place, the recession may have been 
somewhat slower while the hard stratum, No. 
.3, was exposed. In the second place, the de
posits of gravel running southward from St. 
DaYid's, and corresponding to the lake-rid.,.es, 
indicate that subsequent to the glacial pe~iod 
this whole region was slightly submerged be
neath a shallow body of water ; in which case, 
the recession of the gorge would have begun 
·only upon the emergence of the land. And 
we have no means of telling how long an inter
val may have elapsed betwet'n the withdrawal 
·Of the ice and the withdrawal of the water. 

On the other hand, it is probable that the 
channel of the preglacial stream extended 
somewhat above the whirlpool, thus reducing 
amount of work done since glacial time. 

The above estimates are confirmed, also, by 
the small amount of change that has taken 
place in the species of animals during that 
period. The mollusks found in the river above 
the falls at the present time, are identical species 
with the shells found in the deserted river
channel at the top of the escarpment opposite 
the whirlpool, while nearer the falls the bones 
of the mastodon have been found in the same 
deposits ; all which corresponds with a vast 
amount of other evidence, going to show that 
the present species are, in the main, identical 
with those existing at the close of the glacial 
period. The theory of evolution is relieved 
from a heavy burden by supposing a recent 
date for the close of the glacial epoch ; for 
the changes since that epoch have been so 
slight, that the time allowed by the physicists 
is insufficient for the whole development of 
organic forms, unless the rate of change is 
more rapid than must be the case if the glacial 
period is thrown very far back. 

G . FREDERICK WRIGHT. 

NIAGARA FALLS CONSIDERED AS A 
SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY. 

THE first suggestion of the possible emplov
ment of Niagara Falls as a source of electrical 
energy, and the distribution of this energy in 
the shape of light and power, is due to C. W. 
Siemens. It was a large suggestion; and it 
took root speedily in what may be termed 
'cosmical minds.' The way, however, to its 
fulfilment, has not been made plain to business 
enterprise. The most noteworthy remarks 
upon the subject were made by Sir William 
Thomson in 1881, at the York meeting of the 
British association. His remarks and calcula
tions were in substance as follows: ' ;vith the 
idea of bringing the energy of Niagara Falls 
to Montreal, Boston, New York, and Philadel
phia, a total electromotive force produced by 
the dynamo-machines at the falls was taken at 
80,000 yo]ts. This was between a good earth 
connection at the falls, and one end of a solid 
copper wire of half an inch in diameter, and 
three hundred statute miles in length. The 
resistance of the circuit was so arranged that 
there should be an electromotive force of 
64,000 volts at the remote end, between the 
wire and the earth connection . The calcula
tions showed that a current of 240 we bers 
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would be produced in the wire, which would 
take energy from the Niagara end at the rate 
of 26,250-horse power, and only 5,250-horse 
power would be lost by the generation and dis
sipation of heat through the conductors ; and 
thus 21 ,000-horse power would be available at 
the cities above mentioned. According to Sir 
·william Thomson's calculation, it will be seen 
that eighty per cent of the energy would be 
thus transmitted. l-Ie also supposed that the 
solid copper wire was supported, like the ordi
nary telegraph-wire, upon poles, and found 
that an electric spark would not be produced 
between wires electrified to the difference of 
potential of 80,000 volts, unless they were 
within three-quarters of an inch apart: there 
could not be, therefore, great difficulty in the 
insulation. The cost of the copper conductor 
was reckoned at $185,000 ; and the interest 
upon this at five per cent is $9,500 a year. 

At the time these remarks were made, great 
hopes had been excited by the invention of the 
Faure storage-battery; and Sir William Thom
son closed his address by a glowing picture of 
the possibility of keeping a Faure battery of 
40,000 cells constantly charged, we will say in 
New York, and applying a methodical system 
of removing sets of 50, and placing them upon 

\ local supply-circuits, while sets of 50 are re
placed upon the main conductor. 

The electromotive force of a Faure cell is 
in the neighborhood of 2 Yolts ; and 50 cells 
would give 100 volts, which would be sufficient 
to supply several arc-lights. Thus the great 
electromotive force of 80,000 Yolts could be 
subdivided . Unfortunately, however, it has 
been found that the Faure battery is not per
manent, or even fairly so. It can be said, 
without exaggeration, that its working-life is 
less than a year, and during the time of its 
best estate it cannot be depended upon. 
:M:any attempts haye been made to perfect the 
Faure cell, and other forms of electrical ac
cumulators ; but no form of storage-battery is 
a commercial success at this present writing. 
It is not, however, beyond the power of inven
tion to devise a system of what are called step
down dynamo-machines, by means of which 
the great difference of potential of 80,000 
volts can be subdivided and utilized on differ
ent circuits. A number of small dynamo
machines could be connected with the g reat 
copper conductor leading to Niagara Falls in 
such a manner that the energy transmitted by 
this conductor could be distributed over a large 
extent of territory, either in the shape of light 
or power. 

The distribution of light from a great central 

station has already been accomplished. The 
system of village-lighting devised by Edison 
can now be studied by those who are interested 
in the employment of the energy of Niagara 
Falls for a similar pmpose. The limitations 
of distance apply to the present central electric
lighting stations ; and those who are sceptical 
in regard to the g reat plan of utilizing Niagara 
Falls as a source of energy make a stroug 
point when they ask why the system of great 
central stations has not been rapidly increased. 
It is true that abundance of water-power takes 
the place of coal ; but the cost of the long con
ductors, the maintenance of the insulation, and 
the interest on the cost of any method of sub
division, must also be considered, and may be 
found to offset the cheapness of the source of 
the energy. 'Ve imagine, moreover, t hat few 
towns ot· cities would be willing to depend for 
their light on a seat of energy so remote as 
even fifty miles, to say nothing of three hun
dred. An accident to the copper conductor, 
due to the falling of a tree, or to some 
mischievous action, could plunge a city into 
darkness. If the couductor were placed 
underground, defective insulation would enter, 
and produce the same result. E \·en if the 
system of utilizing Niagara Falls as a somce 
of electrical energy should be adopted, a sup
plementary system of lighting would have to 
be maintained in every city. 

It is not safe to assume, that , if this large 
scheme of utilizing Niagara Falls could be 
made successful, business enterprise would 
already have moved in this direction; for 
capital, it is well known, is extremely conser
vati\·e. The true reason that large sources of 
water-power have not been utilized for electric 
lighting on a large scale, is clue to the fact 
that the small details, and what are called the 
small items, assume great proportions, and bid 
fair to consume all profits which come from 
a saviug of coal. Thus the city of Buffalo 
could have been lighted by the utilization or 
the water-power along Niagara River; and we 
cannot believe that the failure to do so has 
been due either to the opposition of the gas 
companies, or to the lack of imagination of' 
capitalists. In short, the facility with which 
energy in the shape of coal can be transported 
from place to place counterbalances at present 
the cheapness of a very remote somce of' 
energy in the shape of a waterfall. 

The reasons for and against the utilization 
of the energy of Niagara Falls as a source of· 
light apply also to the question of the electricaL 
transmission of power, with this exception,. 
that the electrical transmission of power has. 
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not reached even the perfection which systems 
of electrical lighting have attained. 

JOHN TROWBRIDGE. 

DR. GOULD'S WORK AT THE CORDOBA 
OBSERVATORY. 

[THE Boston papers of last week Thursday gave a 
full account of the complimentary dinner given to 
Dr. Benjamin A . Gould on his return to this country, 
after the completion of his long series of observations 
in the Argentine Republic. We place before our 
readers that portion of the address made by Dr. 
Gould after the dinner, which narrates the history of 
his undertaking, on which' he has expended nearly 
fifteen years. Want of space prevents our giving the 
introdLtctory remarks in response to the warm wel
come which he received from his hosts, or the many 
other excellent addresses upon the occasion.] 

The undertaking began, as you know, with the 
project of a private astronomical expedition, for which 
my friends in Boston and vicinity hat! promised the 
pecuniary means. The selection of Cordoba as an 
especially desirable place was chiefly clue to our la
mented countryman, Gilliss, whose astronomical mis
sion to Santiago de Chile had resulted in extensive 
and valuable observations of sout!Jern stars, and in 
the establbhment of a national observatory, while it 
had enabled him to form a souncl judgment as to the 
relative advantages of different poiuts in South Amer
ica for astronomical purposes, notwithstanding the 
total want of trustworthy meteorological data. This 
choice of place was confirmed by the counsel of the 
Argentine minister to this country. That minister 
was Sarmiento, a man who needs no encomium here; 
for during his brief residence in the United States 
he gained an exception al uumber of friends and 
admirers. He transmitted to his govemment, then 
under the presidency of Gen. Mitre, my application 
for certain privileges and assurances, all of which 
were at once cordially conceded; but his interest in 
the plan became furthermore so great, that wheu, 
soon afterwards, he was himself elected president, he 
obtained the assent of the Argentine congress to the 
establishment of a uatioual observatory, and wrote 
ask ing me to change my plans accordingly. The 
official invitation was sent in clue time by the minis
ter of public instruction, Dr. Avellaneua. The gov
ernment assumed the expense of the instruments ami 
equipments already bespoken, and authorized the en
gagement of the requisite assistants. 

In 1874 Dr. Avellaneda succeeded Sarmiento in 
the presidency, and in 1880 he was himself succeeded 
by Gen. Roca. Thus four successive administrations 
have encouraged and sustained the undertaking; and 
notwithstanding the high political excitement which 
often prevails, and might easily have disinclined the 
mern bers of any one party to give cordial aiel to insti
tutions established or fostered by their opponents, 
there has never been wanting a spirit of decided 
friendliness to the observatory, and to the scientific 

intere>ts which have been developed under its au
spices. No president of the nation, and no minister 
of the department under which the observatory is 
placed, has fail ed to give strong practical evidence 
of his good will. There has been none of them to 
whom I do not owe a debt of gratitude. I have never 
made an official request which has not been granted, 
and in such a way as to enhance the favor. And 
just as the official founders of the observatory met 
us with a cordial welcome on our arrival, so the gov
ernment of to-day has overwhelmed me with kind
ness, and tokens of regard, on my departure. On the 
very last evening before embarking, when it was my 
privilege to receive the farewells of a crowded assem
blage in the halls of the Argentine geograp!J ical 
institute, and to hear words of sympathy and com
mendation from the lips of Gen. Sarmiento, my 
earliest Argentine friend, speaking in behalf of that 
society, I replied in the few words which alone were 
possible at the time, but with all sincerity and truth
fulness, as follows:-

"It was you, sir, who provided the opportunity for 
which I was yearning: it was the Argentine Republic 
which made it easy for me to avail myself of it. It 
has been the national govemment which, in its vari
ous phases, and under so many different administra
tions, always provided allneeclful means and resources: 
it is the Argentine people which has accompanied me 
in my tasks, giving support by their sympathy, and 
inceutive by their kindness." 

The original purpose of the expedition was to 
make a thorough survey of the squthern heavens by 
observations made in zones between the parallel of 
30° and the polar ci rcle; but the plan grew, under the 
influence of circumstances, until the scrutiny com
prised the whole region from the tropic to within ten 
degrees of the pole,- somewhat more than fifty-seven 
degrees in width, instead of thirty-seven degrees. 
And although it was no part of the original design 
to perform all the numerical computations, and still 
less to bring the results into the form of a fiuished 
catalogue, it has been my exceptioual privilege, 
unique in astronomical history so far as I am 
aware, to enjoy the means ' and opportunity for per
sonal ly supervising all that vast labor, and to see the· 
results published in their definite, permanent form. 
Of course this has required time. The three years. 
which I had purposed devoting to the less complete 
work have been drawn out to nearly fift~en; and you 
will comprehend what that implies for one who loves 
the friends of his youth, his kindred, and his coun
try. Yet even here there has been consolation. For, 
while the work has demandetl all that perioLI, it did 
not absorb the whole time, and opportuni ty was left. 
for other studies. Among the astronomical ones, it. 
has been possible to examine all the stars as bright 
as the seventh magnitude, up to 10° of north declina
tion, for careful estimates of their respective bril
liaucy, a nd to reform the arrangement and boundaries 
of the southern constellations; also to carry out the 
observations and computations for another stellar 
catalogue, more exact than that of the zones, and 
exteuding over the whole southern hemispher<'. The 
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